
Data is Your Foundation

When implementing new products, tackling new regulations, or building enterprise cloud platforms that future-

proof your business, getting your data right is the foundation of everything.

Intelligent design of enterprise data solutions is a key enabler of timely aggregation across your business, allowing

for efficient build-out of regulatory, risk, and finance platforms; robust reporting and visualization; and minimized

preparation time for machine learning – all incorporated into data quality frameworks, with lineage and

metadata at your fingertips.

Whether migrating to the cloud, beefing up automated data management, or overhauling enterprise data for a

major regulatory transformation, we can help you get where you need to go.

Delivering across Data, Technology, Regulation, and Innovation

Experts in Data and Financial Project Delivery

We’re experts in transformation around data, finance, risk, and regulation, using cloud and on-premise data 

warehouses, big data platforms, and FinTech and RegTech solutions. We’ve been helping leading financial 

institutions do so for over a decade.

Better Business Analysis

Intelligent, timely business analysis is critical 

for solutions that last. Our business analysts 

are solution architects who excel at engaging 

with your data, systems, and people. When 

you need the details that matter most, we 

get to the heart of it.

Project Management: We Take the Initiative

Success in financial project management is achieved 

through constructive engagement and relentless execution. 

Our program management is guided by a decade of agile 

project management experience, financial subject matter 

expertise, and emotional intelligence to deliver results for 

you. 

Data Quality You Can Trust

We integrate data quality and quality assurance

strategies into our project and solution delivery,

whether designing robust test and migration plans,

building custom repeatable test solutions, or

defining end-to-end automated. DQ frameworks for

enterprise data deliveries.

REGULATORY CHANGE

This challenging regulatory market needs

high-quality, skilled specialists. Vox offers

companies quality regulatory specialists and

competitive pricing to plan, resource and

deliver major change projects. We manage

global projects by augmenting your existing

team with experienced PMs and subject

matter experts, supported by highly trained

junior staff, to provide scalable resourcing to

meet demand.

DATA SOLUTIONS

Data is at the heart of everything. We help

global financial institutions engage

technology and unlock their data to

transform their businesses. Our industry

experience, data know-how, fintech

expertise, and commitment to excellence is

why financial firms keep counting on us to

design and execute their data, technology,

and business strategy.

SERVICE DELIVERY CENTRE

Vox’s Service Delivery Centres (SDCs) offer

nearshore staff augmentation, project

delivery, and business process outsourcing

from our sites in Belfast, Northern Ireland and

Lodz, Poland. Our SDCs offer high-quality staff,

overseen by an experienced Vox executive

team, secure, dedicated office space with high-

speed access to our clients’ systems, and a

cost-effective and scalable resource model.

Vox combines global banking and regulatory experience, innovative data solutions, and skilled specialists to help global 

financial institutions plan, resource, and deliver regulatory and business change projects.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT VOX FINANCIAL PARTNERS, VISIT WWW.VOXFP.COM 

Data Solutions

DCAM Framework

Vox partners with companies to plan

successful data management programs

that put agility and scalability first,

using DCAM: the same assessment

framework trusted by regulators and

over 60% of major financial institutions.


